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Abstract. We analyse the RHESSI photon spectra of four flares that exhibit significant deviations from power laws – i.e.
changes in the “local” Hard X-ray spectral index. These spectra are characterised by two regions of constant power law index
connected by a region of changing spectral index – the “knee”. We develop theoretical and numerical methods of describing
such knees in terms of variable photon spectral indices and we study the results of their inversions for source mean thin target
and collisional thick target injection electron spectra. We show that a particularly sharp knee can produce unphysical negative
values in the electron spectra, and we derive inequalities that can be used to test for this without the need for an inversion to be
performed. Such unphysical features would indicate that source model assumptions were being violated, particularly strongly
for the collisional thick target model which assumes a specific form for electron energy loss. For all four flares considered
here we find that the knees do not correspond to unphysical electron spectra. In the three flares that have downward knees we
conclude that the knee can be explained in terms of transport effects through a region of non-uniform ionisation. In the other
flare, which has an upward knee, we conclude that it is most likely a feature of the accelerated spectrum.
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1. Introduction
Solar flare hard X-ray (≥10 keV) spectra have long been recog-
nised (e.g. Brown 1971; Lin & Hudson 1976) as important
diagnostics of acceleration mechanisms for electrons and of
their substantial role in impulsive flare energy transport. A fea-
ture present in many HXR spectra is a downward bend to-
ward higher spectral index (γ = −d ln J/d lnε) at increasing
photon energy. Such bends, or “knees”, were recorded earlier
even with low resolution instruments and the first high resolu-
tion spectrum (Lin & Schwartz 1987) indicated that the knee
was fairly sharp. First data from the RHESSI mission (Lin &
Dennis 2002) confirm that many flares do not conform to a
single power law in the 20–100 keV photon energy range and
the 1 keV energy resolution now permits detailed investigation
of spectral “knees”. Since the photon spectrumI (ε) is an in-
tegral of the inverse mean electron spectrumF̄(E) convoluted
with the “wide” bremsstrahlung cross-section, abrupt knees in
I (ε) imply very sharp features in̄F(E) (which is essentially the
derivative ofI (ε)). In the case of the thick target model (Brown
1971), F̄(E) results from the further convolution of the
“injection spectrum”F0(E0) with the energy loss rate along the
electron stopping path. Then the impliedF0(E0) has to have
extremely sharp corresponding structures (since it is essentially
the second derivative ofI (ε)).

In this paper we address the implications of RHESSI spec-
tral knee data, building on previous work on the problem. In
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particular, Brown (1971) first recognised the interpretation of
HXR spectra as an inverse problem and obtained an analytical
inversion for the Bethe-Heitler cross-section for thin target and
collisional thick target cases. Brown & MacKinnon (1985) dis-
cussed analytically the effects of generalised energy loss func-
tions for thick target spectra and specific cases were consid-
ered by Brown et al. (1998), Haydock et al. (2001), Emslie
et al. (2001). Brown & Emslie (1987) discussed analytic re-
strictions on the properties ofI (ε) for them to be interpretable
in terms of thin, thick, and thermal models, particularly in the
case of the Kramers cross-section approximation (their find-
ings being generalised to other cross-sections in Brown et al.
2003). Thompson et al. (1992), Johns & Lin (1992), Piana et al.
(1995), Piana & Brown (1998), McArthur (2000) have carried
out numerical inversions of the first real high resolution data
(Lin & Schwartz 1987) for thin and thick target models and
Piana et al. (2001) for a thermal model with a distribution of
temperatures. The specific issue of spectral knees, their sharp-
ness, and their relation to features in the source and injection
electron spectra was first discussed by Brown et al. (1991).

In Sect. 2 we outline the mathematical framework of how
electron and photon spectra are related, noting in particular
how any feature in the photon spectrum must correspond to a
sharper feature in the electron spectrum. In Sect. 3 we develop
the theory to deal with knee spectra in the Kramer’s cross-
section approximation and then go on in Sect. 4 to apply this
theory in interpreting spectra observed by RHESSI. Section 5
discusses the results and their implications for electron accel-
eration and transport in solar flares.
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2. Basic theory
2.1. Source average equivalent thin target electron

spectra

Here we wish to relate the observed photon spectrumI (ε)
(number of photons cm−2 keV−1) to the electron spectrum̄F(E)
(flux of electrons cm−2 keV−1) averaged over the flaring re-
gion. For an ion-summed electron-ion bremsstrahlung cross-
sectionQ(ε,E), differential in photon energyε, at electron en-
ergyE, written as

Q(ε,E) =
Q0mec2

εE
q(ε,E). (1)

The optically thin photon flux spectrumI (ε) at a distanceD,
can always be written as (Brown 1971),neglecting all the ef-
fects except collisions,

I (ε) =
Q0mec2

ε

n̄pV

4πD2

∞∫
ε

F̄(E)
E

q(ε,E)dE (2)

where the averages are defined over the flaring volume:

n̄p =
1
V

∫
V

np(r)dV F̄(E) =
1

n̄pV

∫
V

F(E, r)np(r)dV (3)

wherenp(r) is the density andF(E, r) is the electron flux spec-
trum at pointr within the flaring volumeV. Note (cf. Brown &
Emslie 1987) thatF̄(E) canalwaysbe defined forany source
model – Brown et al. (2003).

For mathematical convenience we will work with the nor-
malised spectrumh(ε) defined so as to remove all non-energy
dependent factors in (2)

h(ε) = εI (ε)
4πD2

Q0mec2n̄pV
=

∞∫
ε

F̄(E)
E

q(ε,E)dE. (4)

So, given knowledge ofq(ε,E), we can obtain the electron flux
spectrum fromh(ε) as long as the integral equation solution
exists.

2.2. Thick target with general energy losses

Here we wish to relate the injected electron flux spec-
trum F0(E0) to the observed photon flux spectrumI (ε). To do
this a restrictive model interpretation is introduced thatF̄(E)
arises by “injection” of a flux spectrumF0(E0) of electrons of
initial energiesE0 and that all these electrons stop in a “thick”
target region in times shorter than the data integration time,
emitting bremsstrahlung atε until E0 ≤ ε. It is also generally
assumed that the energy loss rate per unit column densityN
for an electron of energyE is the same for all electrons of
the sameE0 and so in general can be written as (Brown &
MacKinnon 1985)

dE
dN
= −R(E)

K
E

(5)

whereN is the plasma column density
∫ S

0
npds along the elec-

tron path,K = 2πe4Λ, and R(E) is the ratio of energy loss rate

to the collisional rateK/E in a fully ionised target (cf. Brown
1971; Emslie 1978). Here we discuss only the collisional case
R(E) = 1 Then one can write, for injection over areaA (cf.
Brown 1971)

I (ε) =
Q0mec2A
4πD2Kε

∞∫
ε

q(ε,E)

∞∫
E

F0(E0)dE0dE. (6)

Comparing (2) and (6) we see that, for the thick target,F̄(E) is
related toF0(E0) for the sameI (ε) (Brown & Emslie 1987) by

n̄pVF̄(E) =
AE
K

∞∫
E

F0(E0)dE0 (7)

so that the injected spectrum can be related to derivative of the
thin target spectrum according to

F0(E0) =
Kn̄pV

A

[
− d

dE

(
F̄(E)

E

)]
E=E0

· (8)

Note that this relationship is independent ofq(ε,E).

2.3. Kramer’s cross-section

The Kramer’s approximation means thatq(ε,E) = 1 for E > ε
andq(ε,E) = 0 for E < ε. Under this assumption (4) leads to
a simple relationship between the (normalised) observed spec-
trumh(ε) and the averaged photon flux̄F(E):

F̄(E) = −
[
ε

dh
dε

]
ε =E

(9)

and we can use (6) withR(E) = 1 to write the injected spec-
tra as (remembering the restrictive thick target assumptions;
Brown 1971)

F0(E0) =
KnpV

A

[
d2h
dε2

]
ε=E0

· (10)

The rigorous mathematical implications of a more realistic
cross-section are beyond the scope of this paper. However, it is
important to realise that the finite discontinuity in the Kramer’s
cross-section atE = ε cannot be the sole cause of sharp fea-
tures in the inverted electron spectrum discussed in this paper.
This is supported by the fact that electron spectra with sharp
knee features lead to very similar photon spectra irrespective
of whether Kramer’s or the Bethe-Heitler cross-section, which
has no such discontinuity, are used. It is also worth noting that,
as pointed about by Johns & Lin (1992), more accurate cross-
sections also have a finite discontinuity atE = ε.

3. Knee spectra theory
3.1. Definitions

Without any loss of generality, any photon spectrumH(ε) can
be written in the form

h(ε) = h∗
(
ε

ε∗

)−γ(ε)
(11)

whereε∗ is a knee energy parameter. Note that the form ofγ(ε)
in general depends on our choice ofε∗. We choose to define
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the knee energy as that where the rate of change of spectral in-
dex (|dγ/dε|) is maximum, which in turn means that the second
derivative must be zero (d2γ/dε2 = 0). It is important to realise
the variable spectral indexγ(ε) is not equal to the gradient of
the spectrum on a log-log plot – i.e.γ(ε) = −d logI/d logε un-
less the gradient is constant. The relationship between log-log
gradient andγ is discussed further in the Appendix along with
methods of estimating them from discrete spectra with noise.

We need not be concerned with the precise meaning ofγ(ε)
other than its use in defining two properties of a spectra knee:
its size∆γ and its width∆ε. For the spectra of interest here
we can define these properties using a smooth parametric form
for γ(ε):

γ(ε) = γ1 +
∆γ

1+ e−(ε−ε∗)/∆ε · (12)

This form has the following properties if∆ε is much smaller
than the energies of interest:γ(0) ≈ γ1, γ(∞) = γ2, and
γ∗ = γ(ε∗) = (γ1 + γ2)/2. It also satisfies the above deriva-
tive definitions of the knee energy. In working with observed
spectra, we will use (11) together with (12) to find the set of
parametersγ1, γ2, ∆ε andh∗ that minimize the following re-
ducedχ2 on a set ofM energy bins

χ2 =
1

M − 4

M∑
i=1

[Hi − h(εi)]2

σ2
i

· (13)

For spectra considered in this paper we used 1 keV-wide energy
bins between 20 keV and 100 keV (i.e.M = 80) to evaluate
our χ2. In every caseχ2 ∼ 1 was achieved. (Problems intro-
duced by thermal components in the spectrum were avoided by
using a minimum energy of 20 keV, but they still preventedχ2

from coming as close to unity as a degrees of freedom of
M − 4 = 76 would suggest.)

3.2. Thin target

The thin target solution for̄F(E) (9) given the definition of the
variable spectral index spectrum (11) (we are not yet assuming
a specific form ofγ) is

F̄(E) = h(E)γ(E)

[
1+ ln

(
ε

ε∗

)
d lnγ
d lnε

]
ε=E

· (14)

Away from the knee, whereγ tends towards constant values,
this solution reproduces the well-known thin target formula re-
sults: the electron flux spectrumF(E) has the same index as the
photon energy spectrum,h(ε) ∝ εI (ε). We now wish to exam-
ine (14) for unphysical behaviour namely whereF̄(E) becomes
negative as a result of variations in spectral index. Negativity
problems occur when the following inequality is true

ln

(
ε

ε∗

)
d lnγ
d lnε

< −1. (15)

This will occur in the following three cases: 1) increasingγ
below the knee energy, 2) decreasinggammaabove the knee
energy 3) the log-log derivative ofγ goes to−∞ “faster” than
the logarithm goes to zero at the knee energy. Since the log-
arithm factor goes to zero at the knee energy, cases 1 and 2

require that the spectral indices vary significantly away from
the knee energy. Case 3 is only a problem for knees that are
infinitely sharp (a discontinuity of the first kind), which cannot
occur in reality. (Mathematically the knee needs to be not only
infinitely sharp but be so in particular way. Specifically, writing
ε = ε∗ + δε, for smallδε the derivative d lnγ/d lnε must have
a term in (δε)−n wheren > 1.) So, in summary, we expect that
the thin target expression for̄F(E) in (14) will be physical for
cases where variation in spectral index is localised to a knee,
even for very sharp knees.

3.3. Collisional thick target

For the thick target model (R(E) = 1), (10) with expression (11)
gives

F0(E0) =
Kn̄pV

A
h(E0)g(E0) (16)

where

g(E0) =

[
γ(γ + 1)
ε2

+
2
ε

(
γ ln
ε

ε∗
− 1

)
dγ
dε

+

(
ln
ε

ε∗

)2 (
dγ
dε

)2

−
(
ln
ε

ε∗

)
d2γ

dε2


ε=E0

·

For photon energies far from the knee the first and second or-
der derivatives ofγ tend to zero and the above electron spec-
trum tends towards the standard thick target results: the injected
electron spectrum has a power law index ofγ+ 2. We now turn
our attention to cases whereF0(E0) is unphysical at the knee
energy, specifically whereg(E0) < 0. At the knee energy, by
definition, the logarithm and the second derivative is zero, so
we find that forε = ε∗

g(ε∗) =
γ(ε0)

ε2∗

[
(γ + 1)− 2

d lnγ
d lnε

]
ε=ε∗
· (17)

In contrast with the thin target case 3, the dγ/dε term is non-
zero at the knee so a large rate of change inγ(ε) results in a
large contribution toF0(E0 = ε∗). The contribution is positive
for an upward knee (decreasingγ) and negative for a downward
knee (increasingγ). In the latter case, ifγ increases rapidly
enough,g(E0) can become negative aroundE0 = ε∗ and so
give an unphysicalF0(E0). Specifically, the condition onγ(ε)
for this to happen is, by (17)

d lnγ
d lnε

>
γ + 1

2
· (18)

Using the parametric form forγ(ε) (12) we can derive the fol-
lowing inequality which, if true, tells us that the thick target
spectrumF0(E0) has become negative:

∆ε

ε∗
<

∆γ

2γ∗(γ∗ + 1)
· (19)

On this basis, a spectrum with a knee at 50 keV which steepens
from γ1 = 3 to γ2 = 5 must have a∆ε greater than 2.5 keV to
ensure thatF0 is positive. The results of this section generalise
those of Brown et al. (1991) for a special case.
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Table 1.Properties of analysed knee flares.

20/02/2002 20/02/2002 17/03/2002 06/08/2002

Time interval 0957:33.41 – 1105:56.9 – 1928:08 – 1256:24:00 –

0958:21..04 1106:35.9 1928:57 1257:40

GOES CLASS M4.3 C7.5 M4.0 C7.9

Emission measure N/A 0.1159 0.57 0.031

(1049 cm−3)

Plasma temperature N/A 1.568 1.45 1.56

kT (keV)

Knee photon fluxH∗ 0.52 0.48 2.7 0.83

(s−1 cm−2 keV−1)

γ1 7.4 3.5 3.5 3.6

Knee energyε∗ 37 49 44 36

γ2 3.9 4.2 4.3 4.3

∆γ –3.5 0.7 0.8 0.7

∆ε (keV) 3 4 18 12

∆εcrit (keV) – 1.2 1.1 0.86

Energy where Flare=

Background/2 (keV) 57 79 >100 66

Energy where Flare=

Background/10 (keV) 45 52 81 47

4. Application to RHESSI data
4.1. RHESSI spectra and γ profiles
RHESSI (Lin & Dennis 2002) has nine detectors that individ-
ually record the arrival times and energies of incident photons.
These data are relayed to the ground allowing choices of bin-
ning strategy in time and photon energy to be made during the
analysis. For this work we required RHESSI’s highest resolu-
tion of 1 keV bins in the 10–100 keV range, which forced us
to omit data from detectors 2 and 7 because they have a poorer
resolution than intended (Smith et al. 2002). We chose time
bins equal to RHESSI’s rotation period (as given for the time
of the flare) because this ensured that there would be no mod-
ulation from the imaging grids. Before spectral analysis can be
performed it is necessary to correct the data for the following
effects: detector energy response, detector livetime, attenuator
transmission, and imaging grid transmission and pulse pile-up
(see below). These steps were performed by standard software
using the most up to date information on the instrumental cali-
bration (as of 21 February 2003). We then subtracted the back-
ground by using the SPEX package to interpolate between two
background intervals, one before and one after the flare.

Figures 2 to 4 show the spectra of four flares that exhibit
knees. For each spectra (in panel b) we present two versions of
theγ profile. To construct these we first used values ofγ1, γ2,
ε∗ andH∗ from the SPEX fitting of the flare spectrum with a
thermal plus double power law model. These values were then
used as the starting point in fitting the parametric model for
γ (12) for parametersγ1, γ2, H∗ and∆ε. Using onlyH∗ and
ε∗ we could then construct theγ values and their error bars
for each energy bin according to the method described in the
Appendix.

A summary of flare properties is given in Table 1. The
emission measure, plasma temperaturekT and knee energyε∗
are obtained from the SPEX thermal plus double power law
fit. The values ofH∗ and∆ε are from the fitting of the para-
metric form ofγ. The last two rows give the energy at which
the background-subtracted flare spectrum is equal to twice and
ten times the background spectrum (the background spectrum
is always very hard compared to the flare spectrum). For the
two largest flares in terms of GOES class, 20 Feb. 02 0958 and
17 Mar. 02 1728, we have applied a correction for pulse pile up
correction to their HXR spectra. The difference between pile-
up corrected and uncorrected spectra was slight and, for the
purposes of this paper, made no significant differences to the
properties quoted in the table (for example the power indices
were unchanged and the knee energy was altered by<1 keV).

4.1.1. 20 Feb. 2002, 0958 UT

This flare’s spectrum is very steep (index∼7) until 40 keV at
which there is a very pronounced upward knee. This is in con-
trast to the other three flares presented here that all have down-
ward knees. Despite being a reasonably sized flare in overall
counts and despite hardening (index∼4) at higher energies, the
low energy softness means that the background does become
significant over the upper few decades of energy, becoming
equal to half the flare spectrum at 82 keV. Fortunately the cir-
cumstances of this flare allowed a very good background spec-
trum to be estimated from intervals in the surrounding minutes
of the peak, especially for higher energies. With this confidence
in the background spectrum we were able to verify that the knee
cannot easily be explained by supposing that the background
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. a)The energy spectrum for the 20 February 0958 UT flare.b) Theγ profile: the points with error bars come from the logarithmic ratio
method; the smooth curve shows the parametric fit; and the horizontal lines indicate the power indices obtained from the SPEX fitting. Points
where error bars exceed the plot range are omitted.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. a)The energy spectrum for the 20 February 1106 UT flare.b) Theγ profile.

spectrum is under-subtracted, which would produce harden-
ing at higher energies. Firstly, the index of the background is
much harder than this flare’sγ2 = 4.2 and the flare’sγ pro-
file (Fig. 1b) shows little variation over this upper 60 keV
range. Since the addition of two power laws does not produce
a power law, it would be hard to explain this profile as the
flare plus some unsubtracted background. Secondly, although
some residual line structure can be seen, it is comparable to
the noise amplitude in size, and indicates, if anything, a slight
over-subtraction because background lines look like downward
pointing “absorption” lines. As a further test, we experimented

with multiplying the background spectrum by a constant factor
and subtracting it from the observed spectrum. Doing this with
the restriction of keeping the background line prominence to
the noise level could not “remove” the knee. We therefore con-
clude that the upward knee of this flare is a real feature of the
flare and not a background artifact.

The other distinguishing feature of this flare is that there
is virtually no thermal component; theγ profile is quite flat
compared to that of the other flares below 20 keV. The best
double power law fit hadχ2 = 1.1 whereas the best thermal
plus power law fit hadχ2 = 3.3. The absence or weakness
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. a)The energy spectrum for the 17 March 1930 UT flare.b) Theγ profile.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. a)The energy spectrum for the 6 August 1256 UT flare.b) Theγ profile.

of the thermal emission in this flare allows us to see that the
spectral index of∼7 continues down to RHESSI’s minimum
observable energy of 3 keV (shown on theγ profile, but not the
spectrum itself). Variations from this overall trend are appar-
ent and are significant in terms of the error bars. Theγ profile
clearly shows evidence of the iron lines below 10 keV and of
another sharp feature just above 10 keV, followed by a hump
extending to about 20 keV. The spikes either side of the knee
energy are an artifact of the logarithmic method of estimating
γ which is discussed in the Appendix.

Figure 1b shows that there are small differences between
the parametric and logarithmic ratio methods for estimatingγ.
This is surprising because bothγ profiles correspond to photon
spectra that fit the observations to within given uncertainties.
However, the fact that the ratio method’s values are overesti-
mates below the knee energy and underestimates above it sug-
gest that the differences are due to the bias inherent in the ratio
method (see the Appendix). This can be seen to some extent in
theγ profiles for other flares, though in those the effect of the
thermal component is more pronounced.
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4.1.2. 20 Feb. 2002, 1106 UT

This flare occurred near the limb and has attracted much atten-
tion due to its interesting spatial structure (Vilmer et al. 2002).
The spectrum clearly shows a softening and a thermal compo-
nent at low energies. The spectrum has a power law of index 3.5
from about 20 keV until the knee just below 60 keV. Thereafter
the index is approximately 4.3, though noise becomes signifi-
cant on theγ profile above 60 keV.

The background subtraction in this case was problematic
due to a brush with the edge of the SAA just before the flare.
The effect was to cause an apparently decreasing background
during the main peak of the flare. We therefore chose the be-
fore and after background intervals so that the linear interpo-
lation would, at least in part, correct for the declining trend
in the background. This SAA problem together with the fact
that this is a small flare makes the background a more deli-
cate issue than was the case for the 0958 flare. Specifically, the
downward knee could be the result of too much background
being subtracted. However, based on background subtraction
tests similar to those performed on the 0958 UT flare we be-
lieve that the knee is a real feature of the flare. In fact, careful
inspection of Fig. 2a shows that the high energy background
lines are perhaps slightly under-subtracted.

4.1.3. 17 Mar. 2002, 1930 UT

This flare is similar to the 20 Feb. 0958 flare in GOES class but
by virtue of its harder spectrum it is a brighter hard X-ray flare.
The constancy (within the noise) ofγ ∼ 4.1 is apparent at ener-
gies above about 45 keV, though the strong thermal component
hides non-thermal emission below about 10 keV. From 10 keV
to 30 keV there is a constant power law of index 3.2, followed
by a gradual softening leading up to the knee energy at 40 keV.
The background is not significant with this flare as it is always
more than a factor of ten less than the flare spectrum.

4.1.4. 6 Aug. 2002, 1256 UT

This flare’s spectrum is similar to the 17 Mar. 1930 flare, with
a dominant thermal component below 10 keV, an initial index
of 3.4, and a knee at about 40 keV leading to a slightly steeper
index of 4.2. Despite the growing error bars from low energies
towards the knee, there is a clear rising trend inγ and no evi-
dence of a region of constant index. If there is one, it is presum-
ably less than 3.5 and completely masked by the strong thermal
component. The background is not a problem with this flare as
it is more than a factor of ten less than the flare at the knee.

4.2. Inverted spectra

Figures 5–8 show the inverted electron flux spectra for the
four flares. The points on thin target spectra are obtained
by taking the numerical derivative of the dataHi according
to (9). Likewise the points for the collisional thick target spec-
tra are obtained from a double numerical derivative according
to (10). Since these derivatives involve only differencing with
no smoothing, i.e. dh/dε ∼ (Hi+1 − Hi)/(εi+1 − εi), the noise
renders their results meaningless at higher energies. As an al-
ternative we used the parametric fit forγ in the analytic forms

of the thin (14) and collisional thick (16) target to provide
the curves plotted with the points. These spectra represented
a highly smoothed form of inversion but would still show any
unphysical behaviour (the spectra being negative) due to sharp
knees. Clearly we can see no such behaviour in these plots
within the data error limits. This can also be seen from the in-
equality condition on negativity in the collisional thick target
electron spectra (19). It places the lower limits∆εcrit given in
Table 1 which are always much less than the∆ε for each flare
(the 20 Feb. 02 0958 flare has no value because it has an upward
knee).

Although there are no negativity problems, it is possible to
see that the knee in photon spectrum corresponds to more com-
plex features in the knee of the collisional thick target spectra.
For example, in the 20 Feb. 02 0958 flare (Fig. 5) the curve
shows a slight upward bump just before the knee. In contrast
to this, the 20 Feb. 02 1106 flare (Fig. 6) shows a slight down-
ward bump just before the knee. For a sharper knee, that is for
larger∆γ or smaller∆ε, this slight downward bump would be-
come a negative spike.

Another discrepancy common to all flares except 20 Feb.
02 0958 is that the thin targetγ-fit inversion is consistently
greater than the numerical derivative inversion. This is because
theχ2 fit for γ (13) is contaminated by the thermal component
which increases the value ofγ1. This is further aggravated by
fact that low energy photon spectrum values have very small
uncertainties and so are weighted heavily in theχ2.

5. Discussion

We can conclude from the results presented here that the
spectral knees observed by RHESSI do not challenge the va-
lidity of thin or collisional thick target models of hard X-
rays production in solar flares. This comes as no surprise for
the thin target model because nothing is assumed about the
acceleration or transport of the electrons. If we had found an
unphysical feature in the thin target inverted electron spectrum,
specifically a negative value, then the only assumptions that
could be questioned are the HXR bremsstrahlung cross-section
used, the bremsstrahlung process as HXR source, or that the
source is optically thin.

For the collisional thick target model two important as-
sumptions are made. Firstly, a quasi-steady state is assumed
in the electron injection and loss to the thermal background. It
is assumed that electrons are injected with a spectrumF0(E0)
and that all electrons subsequently lose their energy according
to the same function describing energy loss per unit column
depth. Secondly, for a quasi-steady state, the timescale of any
variation ofF0(E0) and the life times of the electrons should
be less than the integration time of the photon spectrum. Our
integration times were all about 40 s (ten rotation of RHESSI),
which is longer than the 13.7 s that a 100 keV electron takes to
lose all its energy in a coronal density of 1010 cm−3. The fact
that our thick target inverted spectra contained no unphysical
features therefore gives us no reason to question these assump-
tions concerning electron injection and transport.

There are physical processes that lead to the spectral knees
even if the injected electron spectrum is a perfect power law.
Firstly, we observe not only hard X-ray emission from the
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Fig. 5. The electron spectra for the 20 February 0958 UT flare. The points are a simple direct inversion and the curve is an inversion based on
the parametricγ fit.

Fig. 6. The electron spectra for the 20 February 1106 UT flare.

source in the chromosphere and corona but also emission re-
flected from lower, denser layers of the atmosphere. Solar
albedo can be up to 40% of the direct hard X-ray emission,
depending primarily on the spectral index and source position;
the albedo being greater for harder spectra and lower sources.
Typically albedo produces deviation from power law in the
range between 30–60 keV (Alexander & Brown 2002).

Apart from albedo, the allowance for non-uniform ionisa-
tion in the chromosphere can change a spectrum significantly.
The resulting spectrum has a knee in the energy range depen-
dent on the column depth of the transition region. It was shown
by Kontar et al. (2002) that effects of non-uniform ionisation
can explain observable deviations from power-law in spatially

integrated RHESSI spectra. Typically, the larger flares produce
higher values of plasma density as a result of chromospheric
evaporation (Kontar et al. 2003) with equivalent knee energies
of up to 150 keV while smaller flares have values in the range
from 30 to 60 keV. The typical change in spectral index from
low to high energies is about−0.6. Note that there is always
a decrease in spectral index and so non-uniform ionisation can
only explain downward knees.

Perhaps the most interesting result is the upward knee ob-
served in the 20 Feb. 02 0958 UT flare. Not only was this
the only example of such a knee, it was also the sharpest and
largest knee (smallest∆ε, largest∆γ) of the ones we studied.
As discussed in Sect. 4.1.1, the large spectral index from 3 to
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Fig. 7. The electron spectra for the 17 March 1930 UT flare.

Fig. 8. The electron spectra for the 6 August 1256 UT flare.

40 keV (γ ∼ 7) cannot be interpreted as being thermal because
it does not decrease with increasing energy. Also, the hard spec-
trum (γ ∼ 4) above 40 keV cannot be readily explained as un-
dersubtracted background because the index is too large and
it does not appear to vary (within the noise) up to 100 keV. If
we accept that the knee is a real feature of the flare, then it is
hard to explain it in terms of transport effects. Electrons travers-
ing a region of non-uniform ionisation cannot explain it simply
because it is an upward knee, unlessE∗ is very low. Another
transport explanation is that the electrons are magnetically bot-
tled in the corona, so that the low energy electrons are in a thick
target, whereas the high energy are in a thin target. However,
if this were the case then we could expect a∆γ no less that−2
whereas the spectra has∆γ = −3.0. Also, we would expect the

thin-thick target explanation to produce a much more gradual
knee. In the absence of any other explanations, we therefore
conclude that this upward knee is most likely to be a feature of
the accelerated electron distribution itself.

An important issue in the data analysis was the definition of
a variable spectral index. We considered the gradient index, the
gradient of the spectrum on a log-log plot, and the exponent in-
dex which measures the gradient of the line between the energy
of interest and the knee energy. The advantage of the gradient
index is that it is intuitive and can be applied to any form of
spectrum. Its drawbacks are the large errors involved in numer-
ical derivatives, and also that it does not generally correspond
to a simple analytic form for the spectrum itself. By contrast,
the exponent index can be estimated with much smaller errors
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and, by definition, it has a convenient analytic form. The expo-
nent index’s main disadvantage is the large errors and the bias
introduced near the knee energy. Also, although it was not a
problem in this paper, the exponent index, as we have defined
it, can really only be used with knee spectra, i.e. for spectra
with one localised, monotonic increasing or decreasing change
in spectral index. A parametric analytic form for the exponent
index γ was used to provide thin and collisional thick target
inversions. The assumption of a analytic form effectively acted
as the regularisation in these inversions. However, unlike the
smoothing introduced in other regularisation methods, the an-
alytic form ensured that any negativity problems caused by the
knee were not ‘smoothed’ away in the solution. This kind of
inversion technique is therefore ideal for identifying potential
unphysical features indicated by features in observed photon
spectra.
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Appendix: Variable spectral indices

In working with the theory of spectral knees there are two con-
venient definitions for a variable spectral index: the gradient
index and the exponent index. The former is perhaps more in-
tuitive as it is simply the gradient of the spectrumh on a log-log
plot:

γs(ε) = −d lnh
d lnε

· (20)

Less intuitively, but more convenient for the theory, we can
define an exponent index (the exponent ofε/ε∗) as

γ(ε) = − ln h/h∗
ln ε/ε∗

(21)

where * denotes values at the knee. For a spectrum of the
form (11), we can see that two are related by

γs = γ +
dγ
dε

ln
ε

ε∗
· (22)

The indices become equal in regions of constant log-log slope
which means that away from the knee (|ε − ε∗| > ∆ε), both will
tend towards the same value. For downward knees in which the
log-log slope increases monotonically we can see from (22)
thatγs < γ below the knee energy andγs > γ above the knee
energy. These inequalities simply reverse for upward knees. If
we had not definedε∗ to be the knee energy these statements
would not be true andγ andγs could differ even in regions of
constant slope.

We can now compare these two definitions and examine the
effect of errors on their estimates from real data by considering
a spectrum of the form

Hi = h(εi) + αi (23)

wherei denotes an energy bin of average energyεi andαi is the
error on the true spectrumh(εi). The estimate of the gradient

spectral indexΓsi can be obtained by differencing successive
values. Doing so and using (23) together with realising that
errors are small, i.e.αi � Hi (true at all but the highest energies
for spectra in this paper), gives following

Γsi = − ln h(εi+1) − ln h(εi)
ln εi+1 − ln εi

− αi+1/h(εi+1) − αi/h(εi)
ln εi+1 − ln εi

· (24)

The first term is the log-log (negative) gradient between bins
and the second terms is the error, which increases for decreas-
ing separations between energy bins.

The estimate of the exponent spectral index can be written
in a similar fashion by replacingh with H in (21)

Γi = − ln h(εi) − ln h(ε∗)
ln εi − ln ε∗

− αi/h(εi) − α∗/h(ε∗)
ln εi − ln ε∗

· (25)

The first term is the log-log (negative) gradient between the
spectrum at energy bini and the knee energy. So at energies
far from the knee energy, in regions where the slope is con-
stant,Γi will become equal (within the noise) to the gradi-
ent estimateΓsi. Due to the larger denominator, the errors will
be smaller on the exponent index, except near the knee itself.
However, the exponent index suffers from another problem in
that its errors are biased by+α∗/[h(ε∗) ln εi+1/ ln ε∗] because the
spectrum’s value at the knee energy is used for estimatingΓi for
everyi. This bias reverses over the knee which means that the
overall change in gamma,∆γ, will also be biased. This effect of
the bias, which is not large, can be seen most clearly in Fig. 1b.
The presence of the bias will be most pronounced whenεi ∼ ε∗
and so spikes are seen near the energy in plots ofΓi (Figs. 1b
to 4b). The fundamental reason for this problem is that the as-
sumed form forγ (11) permitsγ(ε) to take any finite value.
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